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Egypt has been struck by a series of terrible plagues, killing its crops and crippling its people.
Then the ultimate disaster befalls the kingdom: The Nile fails. In desperation, the Pharaoh
sends the warlock Taita, wise in the lore of the gods and a master of magic and the
supernatural. But not even he could have imagined what terrible enemy waits in ambush in
those dark lands at the end of their world. Now it's up to Taita to save Egypt--before the end of
the world's most glorious civilization draws near.
A brand-new Egyptian novel from the master of adventure fiction, Wilbur Smith In the heart of
Egypt Under the watchful eye of the gods A new power is rising In the city of Lahun, Hui lives
an enchanted life. The favoured son of a doting father, and ruler-in-w aiting of the great city, his
fate is set. But behind the beautiful façades a sinister evil is plotting. Craving pow er and
embittered by jealousy, Hui's stepmother, the great sorceress Isetnofret, and Hui's ow n
brother Qen, orchestrate the dow nfall of Hui's father, condemning Hui and seizing pow er in
the city. Cast out and alone, Hui finds himself a captive of a skilled and pow erful army of
outlaw s, the Hyksos. Determined to seek vengeance for the death of his father and rescue his
sister, Ipw et, Hui sw ears his allegiance to these enemies of Egypt. Through them he learns
the art of w ar, learning how to fight and becoming an envied charioteer. But soon Hui finds
himself in an even greater battle - one for the very heart of Egypt itself. As the pieces fall into
place and the Gods themselves join the fray, Hui finds himself fighting alongside the Egyptian
General Tanus and renow ned Mage, Taita. Now Hui must choose his path - w ill he be a hero
in the old w orld, or a master in a new kingdom?
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The New York Times bestselling author and one of the greatest adventure writers of our time
returns with a pulse-pounding tale of danger, courage, and suspense. Tom Courtney and his
brother Dorian battled both vicious enemies and nature itself on the high seas, finally reaching
the Cape of Good Hope to start life afresh. Now, half a generation later, they are successful
and contented: merchants and family men, prospering on the very edge of an immense and
beautiful continent, Africa. In the tradition of Wilbur Smith's earlier bestseller, Monsoon, this
spellbinding new novel introduces the next generation of Courtneys. They are out to stake their
claim in Southern Africa, traveling along the infamous "Robbers' Road." It is a journey both
exciting and hazardous---one that takes them through the untouched wilderness of a beautiful
land filled with warring tribes and wild animals. But the most dangerous predators of all are
other Europeans, crazed by greed, jealousy, and lust, and determined to destroy utterly all
members of the Courtney clan. This quest for vengeance results in a desperate chase---both
on land and sea---that is one of the most extraordinary in modern literature. Blue Horizon is a
truly great adventure story, told by a master novelist at the height of his powers.
Racing against time to rescue one of his ships and reach the Golden Adventurer--a ship worth
a fortune in salvage fees--before the competition, Nicholas Berg must battle for survival and
redemption on the glacial waters of the South Atlantic. Reprint.
In Wilbur Smith's The Sunbird, Dr. Ben Kazin is a brilliant archeologist. Louren Sturvesant is
rich, impulsive, and physically imposing, everything Ben is not. Now, the two men--friends,
competitors and partners--are searching for the legendary lost city of Opet, built by an Egyptian
culture that reached Africa two thousand years ago, then vanished completely. For Ben, the
expedition is a chance to prove a controversial thesis. For Louren, it is a chance to spend
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millions--and make it all back in gold and glory. But what awaits them is an astounding
discovery, a siege of terror, and an act of betrayal that will tear the two men apart and bind
them together forever... Hidden beneath water, jungle, and blood-red cliffs is a lost world where
two men and a beautiful woman were caught in a furious battle of passions two thousands
years ago, but which has begun once again....
With bold characters and stirring prose, Wilbur Smith writes riveting novels filled with adventure
and intrigue. In EAGLE IN THE SKY, this master storyteller tells the story of a man born to...
FLY LIKE AN ANGEL On land, he was a youth too handsome and too blessed—with carefree
charm and enormous wealth. In the air he was something else entirely: born to fly fast and
hard, to send the fastest jet fighters into towering climbs and screaming, murderous dives. In a
country struggling for its survival, David Morgan found a home, a cause, a woman and a war.
FIGHT LIKE THE DEVIL South African by birth, David was born into a golden cage, and his
hunger for freedom took him to the blood-soaked Holy Land and into a hellish cycle of violence
that would lure him past the rules of war—and burn away his physical grace forever. AND PRAY
FOR REVENGE But a woman blinded in a terrorist attack could only see the beautiful David
Morgan she once knew. With her, David returned home to carve out a paradise in wild Africa.
And that is where he would meet his worst enemy. And this time, he had everything in the
world to lose... "Smith is without rival." --Tulsa World "[Wilbur Smith] puts the reader right there
with details that are intimate, inspiring, horrifying...fans will be happy to know Smith hasn't lost
his touch for the dramatic, exotic adventure story." —The Orlando Sentinel
?????·??,1947?????,????????????????????,?????????.
Monsoon, a Courtney Family Adventure from Wilbur Smith One man. Three sons. A powerful
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destiny waiting to unfold. Monsoon is the sweeping epic that continues the saga begun in
Wilbur Smith's bestselling Birds of Prey. Once a voracious adventurer, it has been many years
since Hal Courtney has dared the high seas. Now he must return with three of his sons - Tom,
Dorian, and Guy - to protect the East India Trading Company from looting pirates, in exchange
for half of the fortune he recovers. It will be a death or glory mission in the name of the crown.
But Hal must also think about the fates of his sons. Like their father before them, Tom, Dorian,
and Guy are drawn inexorably to Africa. When fate decrees that they must all leave England
forever, they set said for the dark, unexplored continent, seduced by the allure and mystery of
this new, magnificent, but savage land. All will have a crucial part to play in shaping the
Courtneys' destiny, as the family vies for a prize beyond any of their dreams. In a story of
anger and passion, peace and war, Wilbur Smith evinces himself at the height of his
storytelling powers. Set at the dawn of eighteenth-century England, with the Courtneys riding
wind-tossed seas toward Arabia and Africa, Monsoon is an exhilarating adventure pitting
brother against brother, man against sea, and good against evil.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONMost know the story of Cleopatra. Some know of Hatshepsut. But,
after the Old Kingdom fell to a tumultuous period, few known pharaoh names were able to
survive through time. Of them, one, like no other is named on both the Turin and Abydos King's
Lists. Her name is Nitiqreti--the first female pharaoh believed to have reigned in Ancient Egypt.
This is her story.Back Cover Description:In a time of war... power, pride and betrayal reign.
Love can only hope.Raised a warrior, Tigris crowned Nitiqreti is the first female pharaoh. With
a beauty that brings men to their knees and a power that reaps respect from her army, she is
prepared to take on any enemy. But, when a self-proclaimed king threatens to conquer her
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throne, Tigris is ready to declare war, but could never be ready for what is about to
unfold....Reviews:I loved the story so much that I also want to see it as a movie. --MeaghanI
was completely hooked, I laughed and cried with the characters, I had a beautiful journey in
their world and time. --AnnaI just want to tell you, I don't read novels. I don't have the patience
to read. But wow.......when I started reading the prologue....I was hooked! My imagination went
wild!! I was sooo curious as to what was happening with the boy...especially the part where he
was looking for his slipper. My heart was racing! --CindyA breakout book "The King of Egypt" is
a breathtaking visual experience in all aspects of a literary work. Art, beauty, visually
captivating, a must have on your bookshelf, if any written work can be prized this book is
exactly that. Like the great South African author Wilbur Smith's; River God, The Seventh Scroll,
and Warlock this book is a masterpiece of beauty and prose.-- #1 bestselling Author J. Darroll
HallThere is a lot of suspense, the pace is fast, driven by good imagery and dialogue. I really
like your story! The tension throughout is excellent! --T KCan't wait for this to be made into a
film............. looks AWESOME, and the book is a great read.From the moment I read the
prologue, I was unable to put this book down. Six hours later...tears dripping on the last few
pages left me exhausted and wanting a sequel! This is the best book I've read. The author is
very talented and I hope to see more of her work in the near future.Book
Trailer:http://bit.ly/nsJ4k1
They've come from out of the shifting sands and down from ancient mountains. Mounted on
horse and camel, carrying gleaming swords and plundered rifles, the sons of Allah are led by a
holy warrior imbued with jihad,driving his army of thousands to wipe out the last Englishmen
from the isolated Nile city... Along with hundreds of others, British trader and businessman
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Ryder Courtney is trapped in the capital city of Khartoum. In Khartoum, the fates of a
legendary British general, a brilliant, mercenary trader, a beautiful woman and a courageous
soldier will become one. They know that time is running out and rescue is improbable. So they
prepare for one last stand--and the beginning of an epic journey of survival... From a
passionate rivalry for a woman to an unforgettable face-off between warriors, Wilbur Smith's
The Triumph of the Sun is adventure fiction writ large--alive with the sounds of throngs, the
terror of battle, and the mystical fire of human courage in the darkest moments of all.
In 1667, Sir Francis Courteney and his son, Hal, voyage from the Cape of Good Hope at the
southern tip of Africa to the Great Horn of Ethiopia, as they and their crew attempt to seize one
of the treasure-laden galleons of the Dutch East India Company en r
?????????
An ivory poacher enters German-occupied territory in East Africa and incites international
hostilities prior to the outbreak of World War I. Reprint.
The second book in the epic Egyptian series The second book in the epic Egyptian series. 'She
glanced down at the drawer in which she kept all her floppy disks. That and all the other
drawers had been pulled out and thrown on the floor. they were empty, of course; along with
the disks, all her notebooks and photographs were missing. Her last connections with the
seventh scroll were lost. after three years of work, gone was the proof it had ever existed' A
hunt for treasure. A battle to stay alive. When Royan Al Simma is the victim of a vicious attack
that leaves her husband dead, her only thought is that she must continue their joint work: to
use the secrets of the seventh scroll to find the hidden tomb of Pharaoh Mamose, and its
untold trove of lost Egyptian riches. To do so, she must bury her grief and partner with the
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eccentric aristocrat Nicholas Quenton-Harper, a man who shares her passion for the ancient
world. But the men who killed her husband are not yet finished. As Royan and Nicholas draw
closer to the Pharoah's tomb, enemies are gathering -- people who will stop at nothing to
ensure the scroll's promised treasures are kept from Roman's hands....

The relationship between half-brothers Manfred De La Rey and Shasa Courtney
explodes as South Africa is torn by racial conflict, and the Courtney family is torn
by Tara's forbidden love. Reprint.
Mark Anders returns from World War I to his native South Africa to find that his
grandfather has been murdered, his land confiscated, and he has become the
target of the rogue scion of the powerful Courtney clan. Reprint.
Tanus is the fair-haired young lion of a warrior whom the gods have decreed will
lead Egypt's army in a bold attempt to reunite the Kingdom's shattered halves.
But Tanus will have to defy the same gods to attain the reward they have
forbidden him, an object more prized than battle's glory: possession of the Lady
Lostris, a rare beauty with skin the color of oiled cedar--destined for the adoration
of a nation, and the love of one extraordinary man. International bestselling
author Wilbur Smith, creator of over two dozen highly acclaimed novels, draws
readers into a magnificent, richly imagined Egyptian saga. Exploding with all the
drama, mystery, and rage of ancient Egypt, River God is a masterpiece from a
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storyteller at the height of his powers.
On exotic St. Mary's island in the Indian Ocean off the African coast, charter
fisherman Harry Fletcher and his sidekicks brave natural and humanmade perils
to find an invaluable throne statue before supercriminal Manny Resnick and his
cohorts. Reprint.
Within a fading papyrus, nearly four thousand years old, lie the clues to a
fabulous treasure. When her husband is murdered, Royan Al Simmu is forced to
seek refuge in England. Along with archaeologist Nicholas Quenton-Harper, she
finds the courage to return to Ethiopia. But, others will stop at nothing to claim the
prize as their own.
Sonder Ditch gold mine was Rod's life; his love of its precious contents and those
who toiled in it rivalled even his feelings for Theresa. Rod's world is threatened
when a group of financiers plots to flood the Transvaal workings and he finds
himself fighting desperately to save more than just the mine.
The Seventh ScrollThe Seventh ScrollMacmillan
In The Angels Weep by Wilbur Smith, on a continent of breathtaking beauty and
bitter suffering, two vastly different cultures clashed, mingled, and recoiled. Here,
amidst mist-shrouded mountains and gold-studded plateaus, ancient tribesmen
lived close to the earth, as white men dug fortunes out from beneath them and
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laid plans for a new civilization. Out of Southern Africa the enigmatic Cecil
Rhodes built an empire in the late 1800s and attracted the brightest and bravest
of a generation--including a remarkable far-flung family named Ballantyne. But for
the natives, another day was dawning: a day of retribution... From a courageous
woman doctor to a fierce, one-eyed slave trader turned soldier, the whites of
Africa were buffeted by two horrific waves of war. And just when a bloody peace
seemed possible, the seeds of future turmoil were sown ...
He began life at his twin brother's side, soon running wild on his father's ranch on
the edge of Africa. But violence, desire, and fate sent Sean Courtney into
exile--where he would fight and love his way to extraordinary success and
heartbreaking failure... In a place called The Ridge of White Waters, Sean made
a life-long friendship, mined a fortune of gold, and met his own demons. Then an
act of cunning betrayal struck--and ignited a new adventure to a new frontier.
From facing the murderous charge of a towering bull elephant to watching men
die unspeakable deaths, Sean fought new enemies, forged new allies--and
dreamed of establishing a family on a farm of his own. But in Wilbur Smith's
When the Lion Feeds, the young man who had lived by his courage, sweat, and
blood was about to discover that the past still had its claws in him...
Journeying to Africa with a reluctant team of mercenaries to aid a battle-stricken
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mining town and retrieve a cache of diamonds, Bruce Curry falls in love with the
beautiful Shermaine and is challenged to protect her from the bandits, guerrillas,
and hostile tribes they encounter. By a best-selling author. Reprint.
The Van Der Byl Diamond Company, willed by its founder to his son Benedict,
daughter Tracey and estranged foster-child Johnny Lance, turns out to be a
bequest not of love, but of hatred. For it is couched in such terms as to offer
Benedict an instrument of destruction of his bitterest rival. 'Destroy Johnny' was
the old man's implacable message to his son, and, obsessively jealous of his
foster-brother, Benedict sets out in ruthless pursuit of this goal. In a desperate bid
to support Johnny, Tracey acquires for him the concession in the diamond-rich
seabed round the coral islands of Thunderbolt and Suicide off the savage South
West African coast, and Johnny throws all his resources into the construction of a
vessel that will recover the stones from the ocean floor and repair his fortune at
last. But Benedict, already involved in illegal diamond-dealing as a sideline,
seizes this chance to attack his rival and, with a network of accomplices and
some ingenious electronic tampering, plots to syphon off the diamonds. Johnny
will not only be ruined by his liabilities, he will also be a laughing stock. However,
Benedict's obsessive jealousy is his undoing. He cannot resist stripping his rival
of his beautiful but bitchy wife Ruby as well, and when he then discards her, she
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takes her revenge, precipitating a climax of murder and destruction that
consumes Benedict at last. Narrated with Wilbur Smith's irresistible driving thrust,
The Diamond Hunters is a tale of brotherly hatred, redeemed only by the
deepening love between Johnny and Tracey. It is set in London, Cape Town, on
the thunderous seas around the ocean diamond fields and ends in a final
confrontation between Johnny and Benedict in the blistering hyena-infested
desert.
The seventh scroll is nearly 4000 years old. Within it lie the clues to a treasure
and the location of a forgotten Pharaoh's tomb. Duraid and his wife, Royan, were
the first to discover the scrolls but murder stops their exploration. As the search
for the treasure moves from the Nile to Ethiopia, a savage battle begins.
The series is an epic adventure set in ancient Egypt from one of the world's most
celebrated novelists. Both entertaining and enthralling with action-packed
sequences that only Wilbur Smith can deliver. "River God" introduces the series.
Taita, a wise and formidably gifted enunch slave, wishes to restore the majesty of
the Pharaoh of Pharaohs on the glittering banks of the nile. "Seventh Scroll "
continues the series in the present day. Duraid Ai Simmu and his beautiful wife
Royan discover the tomb of Queen Lostris. Their search for her treasure moves
from the Nile to the uplands of Ethiopia and a savage battle begins. For others
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will stop at nothing to claim the prize as their own. "Warlock "returns to Taita. He
has become the Warlock, wise in the lore of the ancient Gods, an adept of magic
and the supernatural. He leaves the deserts' vastness and returns to the world of
men, to find himself plunged into a terrible conflict against the forces of evil which
threaten to overwhelm the throne and the realm of Egypt. In "The Quest "Egypt is
struck by a series of terrible plagues that cripple the Kingdom, and then the
ultimate disaster follows. The Nile fails. The waters that nourish and sustain the
land dry up. In desperation Pharoah sends for Taita, the only man who might be
able to win through to the source of the Nile and discover the cause of all their
woes.
After the death of his beloved Queen Lostris, Taita heads to the harsh deserts of
North Africa to devote himself to a study of the occult, to become a warlock, and
to fulfill his destiny to protect the dynasty of Lostris from the evil that threatens
ancient Egypt. Reissue.
FOR 4,000 YEARS, THE LAVISH CRYPT OF THE PHARAOH MAMOSE HAS NEVER BEEN
FOUND...UNTIL THE SEVENTH SCROLL, A CRYPTIC MESSAGE WRITTEN BY HE SLAVE
TAITA, GIVES BEAUTIFUL EGYPTOLOGIST ROYAN AL SIMMA A TANTALIZING CLUE TO
ITS LOCATION. BUT THIS IS A TREASURE CACHE OTHERS WOULD KILL TO POSSESS.
ONLY ONE STEP AHEAD OF ASSASSINS, ROYAN RUNS FOR HER LIFE AND INTO THE
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ARMS OF THE ONLY MAN SHE CAN TRUST, SIR NICHOLAS QUENTON-HARPER--A
DARING MAN WHO WILL STAKE HIS FORTUNE AND HIS LIFE TO JOIN HER HUNT FOR
THE KING`S TOMB. TOGETHER, THEY WILL EMBARK ON A BREATHTAKING JOURNEY
TO THE MOST EXOTIC LOCALE ON EARTH, WHERE THE GREATEST MYSTERY OF
ANCIENT EGYPT, A CHILLING DANGER AND AN EXPLOSIVE PASSION ARE
WAITING.STEEPED IN ANCIENT MYSTERY, DRAMA AND ACTION, THE SEVENTH
SCROLL IS A MASTERPIECE FROM WILBUR SMITH, A STORYTELLER AT THE HEIGHT
OF HIS POWERS. ??? ?????? ????? ?????? ????, ??? ???? ????? ??? ??? ????
???????????????? ?????? ??????? ?????. ???????? ???????- ??????? ?????? ????????? ????
????????? ???? ?? ???????. ???? ???? ?????????? ???????? ??????????? ???? ?????????
????? ??????? ????????????? ???????? ???????? ???????????? ??????? ????. ???????? ???
???? ??? ?????? ??????? -?????????? ????-???? ?????? ????? ???? ?????? ?????????? ????
???????????? ?????? ??? ?????. ???? ???? ??????????? ?????? ????? ??? ??????? ???????
???? ????? ??? ?????? ???? ????? ????????? ????? ????????? ????? ???????? ???????????
????????? ????????? ????? ?????. ?? ??????? ??? ????????? ???????????? ?????????????
???????. ?? ????? ???? ???? ???? ???????????? ??????? ???????? ??????? ??? ????????
????? ??????????? ????????? ?????? ????? ??? ?????? ???? ????. ?????????? ??? ????????
???? ???????????? ???? ???? ??? ?????? ???????? ?????? ?? ??????? ??????????
???????????? ?????????? ???? - ????????????! ?????????! ??? ??????? ????????
????????????!! ??? ???? ???? ????????? ????????? ???? ?????? ??????????????!
In his most magnificent tale yet, "New York Times" bestselling author Smith takes readers back
to 1884, into the dusty city of Khartoum, where an English family and besieged populace wait
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for rescue--or for death. Martin's Press.
Disillusioned and without inspiration, Craig Mellow, a best-selling author who fled Rhodesia at
the end of the Bush War, returns to his African homeland and becomes caught up in tribal
hatreds and violence. Reprint.
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